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ABSTRACT
The increasing gap between the growth of datacenter traffic and electrical switch capacity is expected to worsen due to the slowdown of Moore’s law, motivating the need for a new switching technology for the post-Moore’s law era that can meet the increasingly stringent requirements of hardware-driven cloud workloads. We propose Sirius, an optically-switched network for datacenters providing the abstraction of a single, high-radix switch that can connect thousands of nodes—racks or servers—in a datacenter while achieving nanosecond-granularity reconfiguration. At its core, Sirius uses a combination of tunable lasers and simple, passive gratings that route light based on its wavelength. Sirius’ switching technology and topology is tightly co-designed with its routing and scheduling and with novel congestion-control and time-synchronization mechanisms to achieve a scalable yet flat network that can offer high bandwidth and very low end-to-end latency. Through a small-scale prototype using a custom tunable laser chip that can tune in less than 912 ps, we demonstrate 3.84 ns end-to-end reconfiguration atop 50 Gbps channels. Through large-scale simulations, we show that Sirius can approximate the performance of an ideal, electrically-switched non-blocking network with up to 74–77% lower power.

1 INTRODUCTION
The Moore’s law for networking—electrical switches doubling their bandwidth every two years at the same power and cost—has allowed datacenter operators to scale up their network across generations. However, this impressive free scaling of switches still lags behind the doubling of cloud traffic roughly every year [69]. The increasing gap, shown in Fig. 1, results in high power, cost, and latency. For example, a large datacenter today would ideally be equipped with a 100 Pbps non-blocking network which would consume a prohibitive 48.7 MW, more than the 32 MW allocation for an entire datacenter.

Looking ahead, the problem is expected to worsen due to emerging cloud workloads that, unlike today’s software-driven workloads, are hardware-driven. Examples include distributed training for deep neural networks (DNNs) atop accelerators like GPUs and TPUs [30], and disaggregation of resources like GPUs, FPGAs and non-volatile memory. The network thus needs to operate at hardware speeds, providing even higher bandwidth and ultra-low latency. Worse yet, even the free scaling of CMOS-based electrical switches is expected to taper-off due to the slowdown of Moore’s law [5, 52, 63]. So the cost and power of electrically-switched networks could worsen every generation beyond the next four years.

We present Sirius, an all-optical datacenter network that provides the abstraction of a single high-radix switch connecting thousands of nodes with high bandwidth and with end-to-end reconfiguration at nanosecond-timescales. Instead of a hierarchy of electrical switches, Sirius uses a single layer of gratings, a very simple and passive building block with no moving parts and no power. Each grating diffracts or routes incoming light to an output port based on its wavelength. It can thus be used as a physical-layer switch by equipping a node’s transceivers with tunable lasers that can change the wavelength used to carry the data, effectively using the wavelength as a proxy for the destination address. The nodes can be servers or rack switches. With a server-based deployment, server uplinks use the tunable transceivers to encode data onto lightwaves while with a rack-based deployment, servers connect to electrical rack switches whose uplinks use the tunable transceivers.
A key aspect of Sirius’ design is the drive for very fast reconfiguration. This is motivated by the bursty nature and high fan-out of emerging cloud workloads that necessitate fast switching (less than 10 ns, §2.2). The speed of physical-layer reconfiguration in Sirius is dictated by the tuning latency of the laser. Since off-the-shelf tunable lasers take milliseconds to change wavelengths, we design and fabricate a custom tunable laser chip and demonstrate a tuning time of less than 912 ps, paving the way for nanosecond optical switching. Another key challenge is the lack of buffering inside the optical network, which requires scheduling traffic to avoid in-network contention. Since using an explicit scheduler to collect demands and compute schedules at nanosecond timescales and at data-center scale would impose high overhead, if at all practical, Sirius uses a “scheduler-less” design with a static schedule that connects nodes to each other in a round-robin fashion. To accommodate any traffic pattern atop this static schedule, Sirius uses load-balanced routing [12, 71] whereby traffic from each node is detoured uniformly through other nodes on its way to the destination.

Sirius’ design has the following advantages. First, its topology is “flat”. By eliminating the expensive and power-hungry switches and transceivers in the core network, it provides high-bandwidth at significantly lower power and cost (§5). With a rack-based deployment, it can connect up to 25,600 racks—6× the size of a large datacenter today. Second, by allowing reconfiguration at nanosecond-timescales, it emulates the packet-by-packet switching offered by today’s electrically-switched networks (§6), thus showing the viability of supporting a broad set of workloads with an all-optical core. In contrast, previous optically-switched architectures [14, 25, 34, 43, 49, 57, 73] typically rely on a separate electrically-switched networks for latency-sensitive workloads due to the micro-to-millisecond granularity of switching. Third, by eliminating buffers inside the optical network and by careful management of the buffering at the nodes themselves, it achieves very low and predictable latency (§7). Finally, the network’s core is passive with no dependency on CMOS components, which makes it robust (§4.5) and future proof as it does not need to be upgraded across generations.

Beyond ultra-fast laser tuning and scheduling, achieving these properties also required solving several systems challenges. For example, end-to-end reconfiguration at nanosecond granularity relies on very accurate time synchronization across the nodes and accounting for the varying physical delays between them. A key theme that allowed us to tackle these challenges is the tight co-design of mechanisms across the entire cloud network stack, starting from the choice of the switching technology and topology to the mechanisms used for scheduling, synchronization, clock recovery, and congestion control. For example, the deterministic latency provided by the passive core and the periodic connection of nodes by the schedule underlies the design of the decentralized time-synchronization mechanism that achieves an accuracy of ±5 picoseconds and its congestion control algorithm that ensures very low queuing.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose Sirius, a scalable and flat optically-switched network for datacenters that achieves nanosecond-granularity reconfiguration in a cost- and power-efficient fashion.
- We present a novel design for tunable lasers that uses disaggregation to achieve sub-nanosecond laser tuning and implement it atop a custom photonics integrated circuit (PIC).
- We codesign and implement a few novel technologies necessary for end-to-end reconfiguration at nanosecond granularity, including mechanisms for fine-grained time synchronization and clock-data recovery.
- We codesign and implement a new congestion control protocol that leverages Sirius’ features to ensure very low queuing and hence, very low tail latency.
- We demonstrate a small-scale Sirius prototype using off-the-shelf tunable lasers to connect 4 FPGA-based nodes with an end-to-end reconfiguration latency of 100 ns. We further improve it with our custom laser, achieving an end-to-end latency of 3.84 ns.
- Through large-scale simulations, we demonstrate that Sirius can closely match the performance of an ideal non-blocking network with up to 74-77% lower power.

[This work does not raise any ethical issues.]

2 MOTIVATION

Datacenter networks today use Clos-based, hierarchical topologies built using low-port-count or low-radix electrical switches. This allows them to scale-up to arbitrary sizes simply by adding more network layers. However, the use of hierarchy imposes a “scale tax”, i.e., an increase in network power, cost and latency as the network scales up, Fig. 2a shows how the network power per unit bisection bandwidth increases as it is scaled in size by adding layers of hierarchy: connecting two nodes directly with an optical transceiver plus fiber consumes only 50 Watts/Tbps. However, assuming 64-port switches (400 Gbps per port) [8], connecting more than 65 K nodes in a large datacenter would require four layer of switches, with the additional switches and transceivers adding up to 487 Watts/Tbps. Extrapolating from historical data on intra-datacenter traffic, such a datacenter would ideally require 100 Pbps of bisection bandwidth today (see Fig. 1). However, the power for such a network is a prohibitive 48.7 MW (487 Watts/Tbps x 100 Pbps). The cost and latency of the network are similarly hurt as network layers are added.

2.1 Future trends indicate a perfect storm

Operators have traditionally coped with the scale tax by oversubscribing the network to cap its power and cost. This comes at a price though: it increases fragmentation of resources like network-attached storage and worsens the tail latency further from tens to hundreds of microseconds [32]. Till now, this has been an acceptable trade-off as workloads today are software-driven and software stack latencies are much higher than network latencies. However, this is primed to change with workloads like distributed DNN training and disaggregation of hardware resources that are expected to drive future datacenter growth. In these workloads, traffic is generated and consumed by hardware directly and hence, is expected to grow even faster than the doubling every year. For e.g., while CPUs struggle to saturate 100 Gbps links, state-of-the-art GPUs can process 2.4 Tbps of network traffic [54]. Furthermore, by eliminating the stack latency, it makes network latency the next bottleneck for application performance. This motivates the need for ultra-low network latency.

Apart from the downward pressure due to new workloads, there is also upward pressure as we approach the limits of free scaling of
CMOS-based electrical switches. This is because of two key metrics whose increase is becoming hard to sustain: i) the I/O bandwidth off the switching ASIC due to limits on SERDES density and speed, and ii) the transistor density on the ASIC itself. Fig. 2b shows that, as the CMOS node size reduces below 7nm, the power and area gains are far from the historic doubling every generation. For SERDEses, the problem is worse as they have a significant analog component which scales even more poorly, which, in turn, impacts transceiver scaling too. As a result, the cost and power of switches and transceivers beyond two generations is unlikely to stay constant. Higher bandwidth switches could still be constructed through a hierarchical collection of smaller ASICs but at the expense of power and cost. Thus, the scaling of electrically-switched networks would worsen every generation thereafter.

2.2 Why Fast Optical Switches?

The shortcomings of electrically-switched networks, coupled with a poor prognosis on scaling, has driven the development of several optical switching technologies. MEMS-based optical switches have been particularly popular in optical architectures for datacenters. However, the reconfiguration latency of these switches, varying from milliseconds [10] to tens of microseconds [29], is much slower than the packet-granularity reconfiguration offered by electrical packet switches to accommodate small network flows that may only last hundreds of nanoseconds. Looking ahead, datacenter traffic patterns are changing with scenarios like key-value stores and memory disaggregation resulting in very bursty workloads, i.e., most of the bytes are in short transfers. We analyzed network traces from a production cloud service across two days in Mar 2019 and found the workload to be dominated by small packets [20]. Over 34% of the packets comprise less than 128 bytes while 97.8% of the packets are 576 bytes or less. Similarly, over 91% of the packets generated by Facebook’s in-memory cache are 576 bytes or less [78]. Furthermore, these workloads have a high fanout with an endpoint communicating with many destinations at the same time, particularly at high load.

Supporting these workloads—with high burstiness and fan out—while maintaining high network utilization requires much faster reconfiguration. For example, an endpoint sending 576 B packets to different destinations would be ideally served by switching between the destinations every 92 ns (with 50 Gb/s optical channels in today’s 400 Gb/s ports). Thus, to ensure less than 10% switching overhead, the reconfiguration period, during which no data can be transferred, should be shorter than 9.2 ns. We further conducted simulations to understand the impact of reconfiguration latency on flow completion time (FCT) and found that, at high load, the FCT grows sharply beyond a reconfiguration latency of 10 ns (Fig. 11). Thus, we target an end-to-end reconfiguration latency of less than 10 ns to achieve performance comparable to an ideal network.

3 BUILDING BLOCK TECHNOLOGIES

We begin with a description of the two main optical technologies that we use as building blocks in Sirius.

3.1 Wavelength gratings (AWGR)

Sirius’ core comprises gratings called Arrayed Wavelength Grating Routers (AWGR), a passive optical component with many input and output ports. As shown in Fig. 3a, wavelengths from a given input port are diffracted or “routed” cyclically across the output ports. AWGRs are based on the same technology as optical components (arrayed waveguide gratings) that are commonly used in wide-area networks for multiplexing and demultiplexing of multiple wavelengths onto fiber.

Apart from providing all-to-all connectivity between their ports at the physical layer, a big advantage of AWGRs is their passive nature with no mechanical or electrical parts and, hence, no power consumption. This also makes them very robust. Furthermore, the routing of a wavelength is agnostic to the modulation format used to encode the data onto it. This means, unlike electrical switches, AWGRs need not be upgraded every network generation. Over the past decade, significant advances have been made in chip-scale AWGRs promising low cost fabrication at high volume. AWGRs with around hundred ports are available commercially [53] while prototypes with 512 ports have been demonstrated [19].

3.2 Tunable lasers

A standard semiconductor laser comprises a gain section that generates a range of wavelengths and a grating section that allows one of these wavelengths to exit the laser. In a tunable laser (Fig. 3b), the grating section can be tuned using thermal or electrical input to change the output wavelength. With an electrically-tuned laser, a tuning current applied to the grating section changes the resonant wavelength it outputs. Commercially available electrically-tuned lasers can tune across ~100 wavelengths in the optical C-band (with 50GHz spacing around 1550 nm) and are typically used in wide-area networks for flexible wavelength multiplexing [22].

Tunable lasers, coupled with AWGR gratings, can operate as an all-optical switch that can route light from any input to any output. However, the latency of switch reconfiguration is dictated by the time to change the laser’s wavelength. For off-the-shelf tunable lasers, the tuning latency can be a few milliseconds, mostly because their electrical drive circuitry is not designed for fast tuning. For e.g., our prototype uses DSDBR tunable lasers that can tune across 112 wavelengths with a tuning latency of 10 ms [51].

The key challenge with fast tuning is that the injection of current to the grating section for tuning the laser perturbs the gain section that is actually generating the light. Specifically, each output wavelength \( \lambda_i \) is associated with a tuning current \( I_i \). However, when tuning from \( \lambda_i \) to \( \lambda_j \), simply changing the current from \( I_i \) to...
I_j leads to a “ringing effect” whereby the laser’s output oscillates across wavelengths adjacent to the destination wavelength before settling. To reduce these oscillations, we implement a dampening technique—instead of changing the tuning current in a single step, we apply it in a series of steps: intentionally overshooting and then undershooting the destination current before finally settling on it [26]. We implemented this technique atop a custom PCB board for laser driving (Fig. 3c) to achieve a median tuning latency of 14 ns and worst-case latency of 92 ns across all 12,432 pairs of wavelengths.

3.3 Disaggregated tunable laser

While the dampening technique above significantly reduces tuning latency, it still does not meet our target of reconfiguration within 10 ns. The reason is that the tight coupling between wavelength generation and wavelength selection in standard tunable lasers imposes a fundamental limit on how fast they can be reconfigured. In particular, the farther are the source and destination wavelength, the higher is the change in tuning current and longer is the settling time. To reduce the tuning latency and make it independent of the wavelength span, we propose a new tunable laser design whereby the light generation is disaggregated from selection of the wavelength. Fig. 4a shows the two components of the resulting laser: i) a multi-wavelength source that can generate multiple wavelengths simultaneously, and ii) a wavelength selector that can be tuned to emit only one of these wavelengths. Apart from alleviating the perturbation problem, such disaggregation also offers more fundamental gains since the technology and even the material (Silicon, Indium Phosphide, etc.) for implementing these two components can be chosen and optimized independently. We have implemented the following three instantiations of this disaggregated design [40, 67]:

1. Fixed laser bank. This design variant, shown in Fig. 4b, uses a bank of single wavelength lasers as the multi-wavelength light source [67]. The wavelength selection can be done using an array of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) that act as optical gates, i.e., they either let light through or block it based on the applied current. When the chip is tuned to wavelength λ_i, SOA_i is turned on while all other SOAs are turned off. The use of SOAs for wavelength selection (physically separated from the light generation) offers the advantage that they can be turned on and off in nanosecond timescales. The trade-off, however, is that they consume extra power and generate optical noise. However, we note that only one SOA is on at any instant. Furthermore, the SOA only amplifies unmodulated light which alleviates the impact of any optical noise. Other technologies that can serve as fast optical gate, such as Mach Zehnder Interferometers (MZI) [41] or ring resonators [16], could be used for wavelength selection too.

The advantage of this design is its simplicity, both in terms of the lasers and the drive electronics. The disadvantage is its scalability since the number of wavelengths is limited by the number of lasers, which, in turn, increases the power, complexity and cost of the source chip. In §4.5, we discuss how the Sirius architecture allows the disaggregated laser to be shared across optical channels in order to amortize the overhead of this design.

2. Tunable laser bank. This design variant uses a smaller bank of tunable lasers, as shown in Fig. 4c, that operate in a pipelined fashion [28, 65]. Hence, if the fact that the output wavelength needs to be tuned λ_i to λ_j is known in advance, the first tunable laser could be emitting λ_i while a second tunable laser is tuning to λ_j concurrently to hide its tuning latency. This bank of lasers is still connected to the SOA-based wavelength selector that switches from the first to the second laser once its tuning is complete. This concept can be generalized to more tunable lasers if the future sequence of wavelength transitions (not just the next one) is known in advance.

The advantage of this design is that it requires fewer lasers, albeit tunable, and is particularly amenable to redundancy using spare tunable lasers. In §4.5, we show that a bank of three tunable lasers, including a spare laser for fault-tolerance, is sufficient for Sirius’
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Figure 5: Four-node Sirius topology with two uplinks each (equipped with lasers that tune across two wavelengths) and a layer of gratings. The network has a static schedule that repeats every epoch, i.e., two timeslots.

(a) Topology.
(b) Network schedule.

3. Comb laser. Frequency combs are lasers that generate discrete, equally spaced wavelengths and, hence, are a natural fit for the multi-wavelength source in our design. Recent advances have demonstrated chip-based comb lasers that can generate more than a hundred wavelengths [46] and could be coupled with an SOA-based wavelength selector to form a fast tuning source (Fig. 4d) [40]. The advantage of such devices is that the light source is a scalable, single chip and equal spacing between the many wavelengths is always maintained without the need for temperature control. While the power consumption of this design variant with today’s combs is higher than the other two, comb lasers are expected to improve significantly over the coming years and could be a promising alternative in future.

In this paper, we focus on the first design that we fabricated on a custom optical chip. The chip, made in Indium Phosphide and shown in Fig. 3d, is 6 mm x 8 mm and achieves a tuning latency of less than 912 ps (§6).

4 SIRIUS ARCHITECTURE

Sirius uses a combination of tunable lasers and gratings to provide the abstraction of a single, high-radix optical switch. It could be used to connect thousands of servers directly to form a non-CMOS-based, high-performance network cluster, or to scale to the entire datacenter by connecting all rack switches through a flat and bufferless core. We adopt the term node to generically refer to the endpoints attached to the optical network (either servers or racks) and use the term “server” or “rack” when discussing the specific deployment.

4.1 Physical topology

In Sirius, nodes are connected to the fully passive core network (comprising a single layer of AWGRs or gratings) through a number of uplinks. Each uplink port is equipped with a transceiver containing a tunable laser and connected to a grating through an optical fiber. This allows the node to send data to all other nodes connected to the outputs of that grating by changing the wavelength of its laser.

4.2 Routing and scheduling

A big advantage of Sirius’ design is the lack of any queuing or packet processing inside the core network with all queuing pushed to the nodes themselves where it can be better managed. However, the lack of queuing also makes it necessary to schedule traffic so that no uplink port on a node receives traffic from multiple source nodes simultaneously. One approach is on-demand scheduling, i.e., sending the datacenter demand matrix, measured at the node, to a scheduler that calculates and assigns communication timeslots to the nodes. This requires measuring demands, calculating assignments and maintaining a robust control plane for communicating demands and assignments. While such an approach may be viable when optical switching is done at coarse timescales, it is not efficient and practical for Sirius’ fast switching at scale.

Instead, Sirius adopts a scheduler-less design, proposed by Chang et al. [12] as an extension of Valiant load balancing [71]. Traffic from a node, irrespective of its destination, is routed uniformly on a packet-by-packet basis across all other nodes, which then forward the traffic to its destination node. Such detouring converts the datacenter’s demand matrix into a uniform demand matrix, i.e., any given node has the same amount of traffic to send to all other nodes in the datacenter. This, in turn, results in the key property whereby Sirius only needs to provide equal-rate connectivity between all nodes—in a datacenter with N nodes with an aggregate uplink bandwidth B per node, each node pair only needs to be connected with $\frac{B}{N}$ bandwidth, which is a perfect match for Sirius’ topology.

To achieve this, the nodes are time synchronized (§4.4) and follow a pre-determined, static schedule that specifies the connectivity at any given fixed-size timeslot. Each transceiver on a node is tuned across all wavelengths cyclically on a timeslot-by-timeslot basis and,
hence, can send to all the nodes at the output of the grating that the transceiver is physically connected to, in a round-robin fashion. Furthermore, all the transceivers on a node are connected to different gratings and, hence, to a different set of destination nodes. Taken together, a node is connected to all other nodes in the datacenter cyclically and with equal bandwidth. Fig. 5b shows the schedule for our example network: all nodes cyclically alternate between wavelengths A and B so that each node communicates to every other node once every two timeslots. Broadly, with G-port gratings, the network schedule repeats every “epoch” comprising G timeslots. Furthermore, the schedule is contention-free, i.e., no destination port has two sources sending traffic to it at the same timeslot.

Packet forwarding. Sirius uses fixed-sized packets or “cells” that are generated by the source server. In a server-based deployment the traffic generated locally on a server is directly forwarded to the intermediate servers. Cells received from other servers, instead, are consumed locally (if they reach the final destination) or forwarded to the final destination on the corresponding slot. Conversely, in a rack-based deployment, intra-rack traffic is forwarded directly through the rack switch. Traffic destined outside the rack is stored in a separate FIFO virtual queue and forwarded to the intermediate racks. Cells arriving at the rack switch from its uplinks are routed based on their destination, either to the server within the rack or directly to the destination rack. This ensures that traffic is detoured through at most one intermediate node. Further, unlike a traditional datacenter with a few paths between a pair of nodes, with Sirius, a node can reach any destination node through all other nodes.

Throughput and latency impact. While Sirius’ cyclic schedule obviates the need for a datacenter-wide scheduler, it does mean that traffic between any pair of nodes needs to take an extra hop through an intermediate node. This can adversely impact both the throughput and the latency of the network. However, a big advantage of the load balancing technique is that it guarantees the worst-case throughput across any traffic pattern—it can be at most $2 \times$ worse than that of an ideal, non-blocking network [12]. Practically, the throughput impact can be negated by doubling the number of uplink transceivers on the nodes. The fact that Sirius has a flat topology with no transceivers inside the network core means that the total number of transceivers in Sirius is still much lower than in a hierarchical, electrically-switched network, resulting in lower power and cost ($\S$5).

On the latency front, there are two sources of extra latency due to the detouring. First, the extra physical distance traversed by traffic. In a large datacenter with a span of 500 m, the detouring of traffic through an intermediate node can add an extra physical distance of up to 500 m which translates to a maximum 2.5 $\mu$s of extra propagation latency. The second source of latency is queuing at the intermediate node. With 100 ns timeslots (576 B cells plus overhead) and 16 nodes connected to each grating, the network epoch is 1.6 $\mu$s ($16 \times 100$ ns). So, a cell can incur a 1.6 $\mu$s of queuing delay for every other cell queued in front. Thus, to ensure low end-to-end network latency, it is crucial to minimize the amount of queuing at intermediate nodes.

Cell reordering. Cells for a given flow take different paths through the network and, hence, can arrive out of order at the destination. However, as we show in $\S7$, due to the low queuing ensured by the congestion control ($\S4.3$), only a small reordering buffer is sufficient.

4.3 Congestion Control

Sirius’ congestion control protocol aims to minimize the queuing at the nodes. Queuing at an intermediate node I occurs when, during the same epoch, two or more nodes send a cell to I for the same destination node D. Since I can only send one cell to D each epoch, subsequent cells have to wait one or more epochs before they can be transmitted. If this keeps occurring, queues can grow very large.

To address this, we designed a congestion-control protocol that requires a round of request/grants before cells can be transmitted to an intermediate node. The goal is to ensure that a source node is allowed to send a cell destined to D via the intermediate node I only if the latter has at most $Q - 1$ cells already queued for D. The protocol works as follows. Each node is equipped with a buffer LOCAL containing the cells generated locally (in a server-based deployment) or received through one of the downlinks (in a rack-based deployment). At the start of each epoch, each node inspects LOCAL and for each queued cell, it randomly selects an intermediate node to which it will send a request asking for permission to forward the cell to. This process terminates when either one request has been generated for all cells in LOCAL or all intermediate nodes have been selected (to reduce overhead and protocol complexity, we only allow to send one request to the same intermediate node per epoch). In parallel, each node will also randomly select a request per each destination D among the ones received in the previous epoch and will issue a grant as long as the sum of the packets queued for D and the number of outstanding grants for D is lower than the queue threshold Q. Finally, when a grant for D from I is received, the node will move one cell for D from LOCAL into a virtual queue for I to be transmitted in the next epoch. The protocol is similar to a distributed version of DRRM [13], which has been shown to achieve 100% throughput for hot-spot traffic and is amenable to a simple and fast hardware implementation [77]. We report the complete pseudocode in Appendix (Fig. 15).

The value $Q$ defines the upper bound on the maximum amount of queuing that cells will experience. The minimum value of $Q$ is 2 because, depending on the network schedule, within the same epoch a node might receive a new cell for D before it has a chance to transmit the one received in the previous epoch. In practice, however, as we show in $\S7$, we find that $Q = 4$ provides higher throughput in case of bursty traffic without impacting latency for short flows. The protocol takes advantage of the fact that during each epoch, a node sends a cell to all other nodes. This enables piggybacking requests and grants on each cell, thus minimizing the overhead. On the downside, however, this will introduce an initial epoch-length worth of latency for each flow. We consider this an acceptable trade-off in exchange of bounded latency and low memory utilization. Further, by avoiding queuing overflow, we make the core of the network lossless, thus requiring re-transmission only in the rare case of packet corruption.

In a server-based deployment, the protocol discussed above could be implemented on the server NICs without requiring any additional mechanism. Conversely, in a rack-based deployment, a separate protocol is needed to rate-limit the traffic between servers and racks to avoid overloading the LOCAL buffer. However, since the protocol above eliminates congestion in the network core, a simple one-hop flow control mechanism between the source server and its rack
4.4 Time Synchronization

Apart from the challenge of switch reconfiguration and scheduling at nanosecond-timescales, another key barrier to fast optical switching is that it necessitates fine-grained time synchronization—for nanosecond switching, nodes need to be synchronized with an accuracy of less than 100 picoseconds. While we considered several existing synchronization protocols [27, 42, 62], they either do not offer sufficient accuracy or introduce additional complexity and require specialized hardware, impacting overall costs. In contrast, by leveraging the Sirius’ passive core and cyclic schedule, we design a novel time synchronization protocol that incurs only minimal complexity. We provide a high-level sketch below.

The fact that the gratings in the core (§3.1) are completely passive provides two significant advantages. First, unlike other optical switches, they do not require any synchronization and, second, they do not perform any data retiming. This allows receivers to easily extract the clock of the sender from the incoming bit stream and adjust its local clock to match the frequency of the sender’s clock, using a standard phase locked loop (PLL) [35] or a delay locked loop (DLL). Since each node pair is connected once every epoch, a naïve implementation could be to simply designate a leader node and let all other nodes adjust their clock based on the one extracted from the cell received from the leader every epoch. For higher robustness, in Sirius we automatically switch the leader every few epochs in a round-robin fashion. This means that even if a node fails during its turn as a leader, it will be automatically replaced in few microseconds, which is sufficient to prevent any noticeable clock drift [27]. Notably, this solution does not pose any strict requirements on the quality of the clocks, i.e., no atomic clocks are necessary. Even if the clocks drift over time it does not matter as long as they remain synchronized among each other. Further, if a DLL is used, it is also possible to digitally filter too large frequency variations, thus minimizing the latency for clock recovery (details in §A.1). Similarly, to equalize the varying optical power a node receives from different sources, we use “amplitude caching” instead of slower gain control circuitry. Sirius’ cyclic schedule makes these techniques particularly appealing as every pair of endpoints is interconnected periodically, thus allowing the cached parameters to be updated without extra overhead. Overall, we show that our prototype achieves error-free operation with an end-to-end reconfiguration latency of 3.84 ns (§6), below our 10 ns target and allowing for a slot as low as 38 ns. We also note that the fact that SERDES rates are fast plateauing means that this reconfiguration latency target does not need to be reduced every network generation [4, 55].

4.5 Design discussion

We now discuss a few other aspects of Sirius’ design.

CMOS dependency. A server-based Sirius deployment enables an all-optical, non-CMOS-based network interconnecting up to a few thousand servers. With rack-based Sirius, instead, there is still a dependency on CMOS-based electrical switches for intra-rack connectivity. By eliminating electrical switches and transceivers from the core network, however, Sirius is less impacted by a slowdown in Moore’s law—if electrical switches stop scaling for free, the rate of increase of the overall network power and cost will be slower with Sirius as compared to the status quo. In such a post-Moore’s law world, datacenter operators may even have to resort to increasing the levels of hierarchy for traditional networks which further increases Sirius’ relative gains. A more efficient albeit invasive alternative for datacenter operators to continue scaling network bandwidth would be to build parallel networks [50]. Sirius’ design is particularly amenable to such scaling through topology-level parallelism.

End-to-end reconfiguration latency. Timeslots are separated by a “guardband” when no application data is transmitted to allow the end-to-end path to be reconfigured. Beyond laser tuning and time synchronization inaccuracy, this also needs to account for the latency resulting from the ephemeral nature of the connection between nodes. Specifically, whenever two nodes are interconnected at a timeslot, the fact they are not perfectly synchronous means that their clock and data recovery (CDR) circuitry needs to be trained so that they can sample the incoming bitstream correctly. The CDR latency for standard transceivers is microseconds which has been a big impediment to fast optical switching at the system-level. We designed a novel technique called phase caching that reduces the CDR latency to less than a nanosecond [20, 21]. The main idea is to “cache” such system parameters instead of learning them from scratch, which, in turn, minimizes the latency for clock recovery (details in §A.1). Similarly, to equalize the varying optical power a node receives from different sources, we use “amplitude caching” instead of slower gain control circuitry. Sirius’ cyclic schedule makes these techniques particularly appealing as every pair of endpoints is interconnected periodically, thus allowing the cached parameters to be updated without extra overhead. Overall, we show that our prototype achieves error-free operation with an end-to-end reconfiguration latency of 3.84 ns (§6), below our 10 ns target and allowing for a slot as low as 38 ns. We also note that the fact that SERDES rates are fast plateauing means that this reconfiguration latency target does not need to be reduced every network generation [4, 55].

Laser sharing. Most optical switching technologies introduce “insertion loss”, i.e., reduction in light power as it traverses the switch. It is thus critical that the laser generates sufficient optical power to meet the link budget, i.e., despite the insertion loss along the lightpath, destinations receive sufficient signal for error-free operation. In our testbed, the receiver requires ~8 dBm (0.16 mW) of incoming light to achieve error-free operation with standard FEC. 100-port gratings can be fabricated with a maximum 6 dB insertion loss. Accounting for other sources of light loss like fiber coupling and modulator losses (7 dB) and a 2 dB margin, a laser output power of 7 dBm (5 mW) is required.

Commercially-available tunable lasers, including our prototypes, can generate an output power of 16 dBm (40 mW) [51]. A single
laser can thus be shared across up to 8 transceivers. So a rack with 256 uplinks would only need 32 tunable laser chips plus any additional lasers for fault tolerance. Tunable lasers with higher output power and receivers with better sensitivity [72] have been demonstrated, which would allow an even higher degree of laser sharing.

Our disaggregated laser designs trade-off an increase in complexity and chip area (and, hence, power and cost) to achieve sub-nanosecond tuning latency. Such laser sharing amortizes this overhead and makes it a good trade-off. We note that laser sharing is made possible by Sirius’ use of load balanced routing as it allows all transceivers on a node to use the same wavelength at any timeslot. Furthermore, the fact that the network schedule is known in advance also allows for the design variant, shown in Fig. 4c, comprising a bank of standard tunable lasers operating in a pipelined fashion. For a system with a 100 ns total slot duration and tunable lasers with a worst-case tuning time less than 100 ns, as achieved with our custom board, the tuning latency can be hidden by using a bank of two tunable lasers (plus an additional laser as back-up.)

**Fault tolerance.** A key advantage of Sirius’ passive core is its future-proofness and its robustness to failures due to the lack of any mechanical and electrical components. Our transceiver is also designed with robustness in mind: lasers are the prominent cause of transceiver failures, so separating them from the rest of the transceiver makes them field-replaceable and helps with shared backups, thus amortizing the cost of the backup lasers. Furthermore, accelerated-aging experiments on tunable lasers have been used to infer wear out times of tens of years and to show that tunability does not impose any reliability penalty as compared to fixed wavelength lasers [74].

However, nodes and transceivers can still fail, and load balanced routing does increase the blast radius of such failures, particularly with a rack-based deployment: the failure of a rack switch today only impacts the servers in that rack while with Sirius, it impacts all other nodes too as their traffic was routed through the failed rack. An increased blast radius is particularly problematic for “grey failures” that are sporadic or do not present themselves till a link is actually used. On the positive side, the interconnection of rack-pairs every few microseconds allows for low overhead yet fast failure detection, even for many grey failures. Thus, we can ensure quick datacenter-wide communication of any detected failures to prevent blackholing of traffic during failures. Further, any node and transceiver failures only result in a proportional loss of network bandwidth. For e.g., the failure of a node in a deployment with $N$ nodes means that the effective uplink bandwidth of each node is reduced by $\frac{1}{N}$. For any failures that cannot be remedied immediately, the network schedule for all the nodes can be adjusted to omit the failed node and hence, regain any lost bandwidth, albeit at the expense of extra mechanisms for consistent updates of the nodes’ schedules.

## 5 COST AND POWER ANALYSIS

The power and cost gains of Sirius over an electrically-switched network (ESN) are primarily due to its flat topology. As shown in the analysis below, by replacing the hierarchy of power-hungry switches and transceivers with a single-layer of passive gratings, it can reduce network power and cost by almost three quarters.

We analyze a large datacenter with 4,000 racks. For ESN, we consider a non-blocking network with 25.6 Tbps switches that are estimated to consume 500 W [8] and optimistically assume a cost $5,000, and can be equipped with 400 Gbps transceivers that consume 10 W and cost $1Gbps [38]. The network comprises four layers of switches with up to six transceivers across an end-to-end path. In contrast, for Sirius, the end-to-end path comprises a single layer of rack switches, a layer of gratings and two tunable transceivers. To account for the load balancing overhead in Sirius, we double the number of transceivers and rack uplink capacity.

Since tunable lasers consume more power, Fig. 6a shows the relative power of Sirius as compared to a non-blocking ESN with varying power overhead of the tunable laser. Laser manufacturers estimate that the fast tunability will introduce around 3-5× power overhead which is in line the 3.8 W power consumption of off-the-shelf tunable lasers as compared to ~1 W for fixed laser. Much of the power consumption for the tunable laser is due to the need for a temperature controller to ensure wavelength stability and could be reduced significantly with more efficient cooling of the laser. Even assuming that the tunable laser consumes 3-5× the power of a fixed laser, the overall network power is only 23-26% that of ESN. We also analyzed efforts for network power reduction like the co-packaging of transceivers with the switch ASIC. Even with such optical copackaging, expected by 2023 with 51.2 Tbps switches, Sirius offers a similar power advantage.

A full cost analysis is harder to pin down. For e.g., tunable transceivers today are used in long-haul networks and cost around 10-15× short-reach transceivers. This is partly due to tunability but primarily due to the fact that they have much more complex circuitry to be able to transmit over thousands of kilometers and also due to significantly lower volumes. Instead we use packaged chip area for our laser and it power as a first-order yet conservative proxy for fundamental cost. Both indicate that Sirius’ tunable laser will likely cost 3-5× a standard laser. Another factor is the cost of the gratings. They can be fabricated as etchings on Silicon, Silicon Nitride and PLC (Planar Lightwave Circuits), and at volume, are estimated to cost less than 25% of the cost of electrical switches. Fig. 6b shows that Sirius cost is only 28% that of ESN when the gratting cost is 25% of electrical switches, assuming a tunable laser is 3× the cost of a fixed laser. Even when comparing to an 3:1 oversubscribed ESN, Sirius only costs 53% while offering non-blocking connectivity which translates to significant performance gains (§7). Finally, we also considered
an electrically-switched variant of Sirius whereby the gratings are replaced with electrical switches plus transceivers, thus leveraging Sirius’ topology and routing but without optical switching; we find that Sirius’ cost is only 55% of this variant too.

6 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

In the following, we describe the implementation of our four-node Sirius prototype. We start by describing our first generation testbed, which used our optimized off-the-shelf tunable laser with a worst-case tuning latency of 92 ns, and then discuss the second generation of our testbed that demonstrates 912 ps tuning using our custom optical chip leading to 3.84 ns for end-to-end reconfiguration. The goal of our prototype experiments is to evaluate the performance of our fast tunable laser (§3.2) combined with the traffic-scheduling and time-synchronization mechanisms (§4).

Sirius v1. We use a Xilinx UltraScale VCU108 FPGA to emulate a Sirius node. As depicted in Fig. 7a, we connected each FPGA to a custom PCB daughter board to enable fast tuning of the laser (§3). The FPGA was also connected to an external Mach-Zehnder modulator, operating at 25 Gbps using non-return-to-zero (NRZ) coding. The modulated light was coupled into fiber and connected to an external AWGR (bottom box in figure Fig. 7b). Depending on the wavelength, the AWGR redirects the signal to one of the four FPGAs in the testbed (see Fig. 7b). To measure the end-to-end performance, the FPGAs transmit a pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) to each other following a cyclic schedule. On the receipt of the data, each FPGA compares the received stream with the expected PRBS to measure the bit error rate (BER). We use a guardband (§4.5) of 100 ns to account for the laser tuning time (92 ns) and cell preamble. In our experiments, we demonstrate post-FEC error-free transmission (BER < $10^{-12}$) for a continuous period of more than 24 hours. For visualization purposes, we connected the electrical input channels of the FPGAs to the high sample rate oscilloscope (Fig. 7c), from which it is possible to visualize the interpacket gap of 100 ns.

Sirius v2. Next, we fabricated a packaged version of the optical chip shown in Fig. 3d to lower the tuning latency as compared to the standard tunable laser used in Sirius v1. The chip comprises an array of 19 SOAs and, hence, can tune across 19 wavelengths. We were limited by the chip area in the fabrication process but can use multiple chips to tune across a larger set of wavelengths. Tuning from $\lambda_i$ to $\lambda_j$ requires turning SOA$_i$ off and turning SOA$_j$ on. The tuning latency of the laser is thus determined by the slower of the SOA turn-on and turn-off events. Fig. 8a shows a CDF of the on and off latencies for all SOAs on our chip; the worst-case values measured are 527 ps and 912 ps respectively. Further, this tuning latency is largely independent of the distance between the source and destination wavelength (as long as both are within the gain range of the SOAs). To illustrate this, in Fig. 8b we show switching events at the two extremes, i.e., between wavelengths that are adjacent to each other (resp. 1552.524 nm and 1552.926 nm) and wavelengths that are farther away across the C-band (resp. 1550.16 nm and 1559.389 nm). In both cases, the tuning latency is less than 900 ps. We also repeated the same experiments using modulated light, bumping the speed to 50 Gbps using four levels of pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4) as used in state-of-the-art 400 Gbps transceivers with 8 lanes of 50 Gbps. Since the tuning time enabled by our custom chip was significantly lower than in our first-generation prototype, we were also able to reduce the guardband to 3.84 ns (including laser tuning time and cell preamble) as shown in Fig. 8c. To accommodate fast switching, we also implemented sub-nanosecond CDR (§A.1) and to cope with the multi-level signal encoding, we also developed a custom digital signal processing algorithm to guarantee fast equalization [67]. Both techniques leverage the cyclic schedule to “cache” the relevant parameters instead of having to learn them from scratch. We report the BER results for four different wavelengths in Fig. 8d. Across all of them, our prototype was able to achieve post-FEC error-free transmission at -8 dBm (0.16 mW) of received power.

Finally, we also performed an experiment to measure the accuracy of the time synchronization protocol by measuring the clock phase difference between two separate FPGAs. Over 24 hours, the maximum deviation was ± 5 ps, which is significantly below the symbol duration time (40 ps at 25 Gb/s).

Hardware changes. Deploying Sirius in production would require some of the FPGA logic that we developed for our prototype to be moved onto the server NICs (for server-based deployments) or to
the rack switches (for rack-based deployments). In particular, nodes need to be able to use an external clock oscillator (or adjust the internal one) and maintain W FIFO output queues per port with W being the number of wavelengths used (see §4.1), which are drained in a round-robin fashion every slot. In addition, nodes need to implement the routing (§4.2) and congestion-control logic (§4.3), e.g., by leveraging programmable network hardware via P4 [58]. The logic for time and clock synchronization (§4.4), instead, can be implemented through a micro-controller as it does not need to execute on a packet-by-packet basis.

7 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Sirius at scale, using a packet-level network simulator. Our analysis shows that Sirius can match the performance of an ideal non-blocking folded Clos network, achieving comparable throughput and flow completion time (FCT) for latency-sensitive flows with significantly lower power and cost (§5). This demonstrates the importance of a vertically-integrated design, combining novel optical devices (§3.2) and electronics (§4.5) with a bespoke network stack (§4).

Workload characteristics. We generate a synthetic workload, modeled after published datacenter traces [1, 31]. Flow sizes are heavy-tailed, drawn from a Pareto distribution with shape parameter 1.05 and mean 100 KB [2, 3]. This distribution creates a heavy-tailed workload where the majority of flows are small, but the majority of traffic is from large flows, as is commonly observed in production networks. Flows arrive according to a Poisson process with uniformly randomly chosen sources and destinations. Each simulation generates approximately 200,000 flows.

Network setup. We simulate a Sirius rack-based deployment datacenter with 128 racks, each comprising 24 servers (3,072 servers in total) and we compare the performance of an electrical network and Sirius. Each ToR switch is equipped with 8 uplinks, each operating at a native rate of 50 Gbps. We chose 8 uplinks for 128 racks as this yields the same ratio as 256 links for 4,096 racks (§4.1). For electrical networks, we adopt the three-tier folded Clos topology prevalent in production datacenters [31, 64, 69]. We evaluate both a non-oversubscribed setup (ESN (Ideal)) and with a 3:1 oversubscription at the aggregation tier beyond the racks (ESN-OSUB (Ideal)). For routing and congestion control of these electrical baselines, we consider an idealized setup that assumes per-flow queues and back-pressure mechanisms at all switches and it uses packet spraying [23] to forward packets on all available paths. While this solution would be very costly to implement in practice (if possible at all) due to the large number of queues needed, it does provide an upper bound on the performance achievable by any rate control and routing protocol across an electrically switched network. This removes any bias due to the specific shortcomings of existing load-balancing and congestion-control protocols and enables us to focus on the fundamental trade-offs between Sirius and electrically-switched networks.

In Sirius, each uplink transceiver is driven by a fast tunable transceiver. By default, we assume 90-ns transmission slots (corresponding to a total cell size of 562 bytes) and we conservatively set the guardband between consecutive transmission slots to 10 ns, resulting into a total slot duration of 100 ns. Unless otherwise noted, we use 50% more uplinks on each ToR switch to compensate for the loss in throughput due to the cyclic scheduling (see §4.2). As shown in §5, even after doubling the uplinks per node, Sirius remains power- and cost-efficient compared to both a non-blocking and an oversubscribed electrical network. We use Sirius’ congestion control with a per-destination queue size of 4 at each node (§4.3).

Network Load We start our analysis by comparing the behavior of the electrical and Sirius setups for different values of network load in Fig. 9. We define the load \( L = \frac{F}{RN} \), where \( F \) is the mean flow size, \( R \) is the per-server bandwidth, \( N \) is the number of servers, and \( \tau \) is the mean inter-arrival flow time. For example, \( L = 1 \) means that, on average, there are \( N \) flows in the system. Fig. 9a shows the 99\(^{th}\)-percentile FCT for short flows (flow size < 100 KB) while Fig. 9b reports the average server received goodput, measured as the total number of bytes received during the simulation divided by the total simulation time and normalized by \( N \cdot R \). The former metric captures the ability of providing low-latency communication for latency-sensitive flows while the latter measures the overall network goodput achieved.

**Sirius** significantly outperforms ESN-OSUB (Ideal) for both the FCT (reduced by up to 86%) and goodput (increased by up to a factor of 6.7). The reason is that, by introducing oversubscription, ESN-OSUB (Ideal) restricts the amount of available bandwidth for inter-rack communication, which leads to silo-ed performance and overall lower efficiency. In contrast, **Sirius** provides a flat network with uniform bandwidth among all racks, closely matching the performance achieved by ESN (Ideal). This is an important result because it shows that Sirius can achieve the performance of an (idealized) non-blocking electrical topology at only a fraction of power and cost. While with oversubscription it is possible to build a cheaper and less power-hungry network at the cost of reduced performance, Sirius shows that by taking advantage of optical switching it is feasible to reduce expenses without sacrificing performance.

To evaluate the behavior of Sirius’s congestion-control protocol, in this experiment we also include an additional baseline (Sirius (Ideal)), corresponding to an idealized version of Sirius that, instead of the Sirius’ congestion-control protocol, uses per-flow queues and a back-pressure scheme, similar to the one used for ESN (Ideal). While this would not be a practical solution, it provides us with a performance bound and it enables us to quantify the penalty introduced by our congestion control. For \( L < 50\% \), Sirius (Ideal) exhibits a lower FCT than Sirius, resp. 63% for \( L = 10\% \) and 55% for \( L = 25\% \). This is expected because the additional latency required to issue requests and receive grants delays the transmission of new flows compared to Sirius (Ideal) in which flows can be
transmitted immediately. However, as the load increases, the network becomes more congested and, hence, the additional overhead becomes less critical. This effect is not visible for long flows (Fig. 9b) because the additional latency only impacts the startup time. This demonstrates the ability of our protocol to mimic the behavior of an idealized congestion control while only consuming a small amount of memory resources as we see next.

**Queue size and memory occupancy.** To measure the impact of the queue size $Q$ on the congestion-control performance and memory occupancy (§4.3), in Fig. 10 we repeat the same experiments of Fig. 9 varying the size of each individual queue from 2 cells to 16 and we measure the FCT and server goodput as well as the aggregate maximum queue occupancy per ToR switch. We also report on the peak size of the buffer needed at the server to reorder the packets arrived out of order before delivering them to the application layer. Intuitively, larger queue sizes lead to higher FCT and memory occupancy as well as a higher number of out-of-order packets. However, if the queue is too small ($Q = 2$), the server goodput at high load is somewhat reduced because the queues might not be able to absorb a burst of traffic. Therefore, based on this analysis, we select a value of 4 for our setup as this gives the best combination of FCT and server goodput while still retaining a very low peak aggregate memory utilization (78.2 KB in the worst case (Fig. 10c) and a peak size of the reorder buffer at the servers of 163 KB per flow (Fig. 10d).

**Guardband.** Next, we evaluate the impact of the size $G$ of the guardband on Sirius performance by varying it from 1 ns to 40 ns (in the previous set of experiments it was set to 10 ns). To enable meaningful comparisons, as we vary the guardband, we also proportionally adjust the slot length to ensure that the guardband always accounts for 10% of the total slot length. In Fig. 11 we only report the results of FCT as the guardband is mostly relevant for latency while the impact on goodput is negligible. The chart shows that low values of $G$ significantly improves the relative performance of Sirius compared to ESN (Ideal). Vice versa, as the guardband increases, the FCT of Sirius worsens as the length of the epoch grows proportionally and, hence, the queuing latency (i.e., the time a packet has to wait at an intermediate node) negatively affects the FCT. High values of $G$ also magnify the difference between Sirius and ESN (Ideal) as the cost of waiting an additional epoch before start transmitting a new flow becomes more relevant. These results motivate the need for fast tunable laser and fast CDR to minimize the guardband and achieve lower end-to-end latency.

**Uplink bandwidth.** We assess the impact of the uplink bandwidth on Sirius performance. As explained in §4.2, the load-balancing routing adopted by Sirius removes the need for on-demand scheduling but on the negative side it extends the flow path length, resulting in 50% lower throughput in the worst case. In principle, this would imply that to achieve full throughput, each ToR switch should be equipped with twice the number of uplink transceivers. The bursty and stochastic nature of datacenter traffic, however, makes the occurrence of the worst-case scenario (all-to-all communication) unlikely, thus reducing the number of additional uplinks needed. We show this in Fig. 12 where we plot the server goodput for three different configurations of Sirius, resp. with 1x, 1.5x (the value used in prior experiments), and 2x the number of transceivers of ESN (Ideal) (we omit the FCT as the uplink bandwidth has no noticeable impact on short flows). The results indicate that at low load no additional transceivers are needed to match ESN (Ideal’s) goodput. As the network traffic increases, however, the increased path length of Sirius begins to impact overall goodput. For example, for $L = 100\%$, Sirius without any additional transceivers achieves only 79% of the goodput achieved by ESN (Ideal). However, just adding 1.5x more transceivers is sufficient to match ESN (Ideal) performance without having to resort to doubling the number of transceivers.

**Flow size.** We conclude our analysis by evaluating the impact of varying the average flow size $F$ from 512 bytes to 100 KB, i.e., the value that we used in all other experiments. The goal is to understand
the overhead due to using fixed-size cell in Sirius. The results in Fig. 13 show that for $F = 512$ byte, the use of fixed-size in Sirius leads to $2.3x$ increase in FCT and a reduction in average goodput of $1.7x$ compared to ESN (Ideal), which, instead, uses variable-sized packets. This is not surprising: given the long-tail nature of the Pareto distribution, $F = 512$ byte will result in a median size flow of just 46 byte, i.e., 12 times smaller than the cell size used in our experiments. However, as $F$ grows, the mismatch between flow and cell sizes is reduced and Sirius approximates ESN (Ideal)'s performance. For example, for $F = 16$ KB, which corresponds to a median flow size of 1,506 bytes, the FCT gap is only $1.2x$ (resp. $1.05x$ for the average goodput).

8 RELATED WORK

Reconfigurable datacenter networks. The shortcomings of today's electrical networks have motivated reconfigurable networks realized using optical [14, 15, 25, 43, 57, 73, 75] and wireless technologies (RF-based [33, 79] and free-space optics [29, 34]). The switching speed of the underlying technologies, however, ranges from microseconds [29, 43, 57] to milliseconds [15, 25, 34, 73]. They thus rely on the fact that most of the bytes come from large flows, complementing the high-capacity reconfigurable network with an electrical or emulated packet-switched network. This, however, limits their appeal in terms of overall power and cost savings. Further, having two separate networks adds management overhead; for example, mapping traffic onto two networks is challenging [6, 64]. Finally, even the assumption regarding traffic stability may not hold for emerging cloud workloads (§2). Kassing et al. [37] show that coupling static expander topologies can offer significant cost benefits over non-blocking topologies. However, they still rely on electrical switches whose scaling appears gloomy. Instead, Sirius provides an all-optical network offering efficient non-blocking connectivity and ultra-fast reconfiguration with good future scaling potential.

Optical switches. Optical switches provide high bandwidth and low latency but vary in terms of switching time by almost six orders of magnitude and in terms of their maturity from off-the-shelf switches to proof-of-concept prototypes [17, 70].

At one end of the spectrum, optical circuit switches based on piezo-electric [56], MEMS [10, 66], and liquid-crystal [36] technologies can support a few hundred ports, switch in millisecond to microsecond timescales and are available commercially. At the other end, several technologies are being studied for optical burst switches with nanosecond switching times. This includes space-switching technologies such as Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZI) [41], SOAs [9], hybrid MZI-SOA [18], and ring resonators [16]. The crucial challenge with most space switching technologies is that the fundamental building block is a 2x2 switching element, which is then cascaded to create a larger switch at the cost of higher loss and noise [18]. Further, as the switches are active components, they still need to be synchronized with the nodes and their power savings compared to traditional networks are less pronounced. Wavelength-switching solutions based on tunable lasers [24] and AWGRs [59, 76] represent a promising solution due to the passive nature of the core switch element. Most existing solutions, however, are limited by relatively slow tunable lasers ($\geq 100$ ns) or slow CDR, which negatively impacts the performance for short flows. Conversely, Sirius uses vertical integration and builds upon fast tunable lasers [40, 67] and burst-mode receivers [20, 21] to enable a flat network and a full system prototype that achieves fast end-to-end reconfiguration in a scalable fashion.

More recently, general papers on fast optical switches focus on the performance of the actual device, ignoring the system-level challenges involved such as congestion control, scheduling, and time synchronization. In contrast, Sirius takes a cross-layer approach and show that by co-designing the optics with the hardware and network stack, it is possible to achieve a holistic and more efficient solution.

Network scheduling. On-demand scheduling at sub-microsecond granularity at datacenter scale is very hard. An alternative to dynamic scheduling [7, 44] is to statically assign wavelengths between all port pairs [39, 45] but this reduces scalability to a few tens of nodes [45]. In contrast, Sirius uses a static schedule in combination with load balanced routing, which eliminates the need for demand collection and estimation as well as the computational complexity of dynamic scheduling while being able to scale to the entire datacenter.

Load-balancing routing is also at the core of recently proposed datacenter network architectures [48, 49, 68, 73]. RotorNet [49] uses an optical circuit switch with 20 us switching latency and, hence, relies on a separate electrical packet-network to handle short flows. Opera [48] extends RotorNet to support low-latency traffic allowing short flows to take more hops so that they do not have to wait for the switch to reconfigure. While effective in reducing the tail latency, it comes at the expense of increased average path length, thus reducing the overall available bandwidth and potentially leading to a throughput penalty higher than 50%. Shool [68], instead, uses electrical circuit switches, which can be reconfigured in nanoseconds, and, hence, it does not suffer from these limitations. However, its design focuses on a rack-scale network, which reflects in its choice of switching and transmission technology. Sirius, instead, eliminates electrical switches in server-based deployments and hence, can offer a lower power and lower cost solution that is future-proof against the slowdown of CMOS scaling, while allowing for further scalability using a rack-based deployment.

9 CONCLUSION

We present Sirius, a flat, optically-switched datacenter network for the post-Moore’s law era. It supports end-to-end nanosecond switching, thus illustrating the viability of building non-blocking topologies for emerging cloud applications in a power- and cost-efficient fashion. This required solving several challenges, including a custom design for fast laser tuning, building a scheduler-less network, fine-grained time synchronization and efficient congestion control, all while ensuring good fault tolerance. To tackle these challenges we leverage vertical integration across the entire network stack—from the choice of the switching technology to its flat topology and network protocols. For e.g., Sirius’ congestion control and time synchronization leverage the fact that the optical network offers deterministic latency and that the nodes are connected to each other periodically. These properties, in turn, derive from Sirius’ passive core and load-balanced routing. Sirius leverages a unique feature afforded by the cloud environment whereby providers can and are willing to deploy wholesale changes to the network stack, particularly as the mainstream network technologies start to taper off.
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A APPENDIX

Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A.1 Clock and Data Recovery (CDR)

Existing transceivers use the Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) circuitry to appropriately sample the incoming bits to achieve error-free reception. Learning the correct sampling rate typically takes hundreds of microseconds [20] (locking time). This is not an issue for electrical network because for any given link the sender and receiver remain the same (e.g., the server NIC and the rack port). On the other hand, this represents a major hurdle for optical-switch architectures like Sirius in which in every slot the receiver will get data from a different sender. While burst-mode receivers have been demonstrated, they still exhibit locking times of 8 ns or longer [11], thus partly offsetting the benefits of Sirius’s sub-nanosecond switching times.

To address this shortcoming, we developed phase caching [20, 21], a new CDR mechanism that ensures practically instantaneous locking time. We observe that the correct sampling rate for a given transmitter and receiver is determined by the frequency and phase difference between their clocks. Since in Sirius all clocks are synchronized, we only need to estimate the correct phase difference. We thus measure the phase difference at the receiver and apply it at the sender by means of a delay line so that the transmitted bits arrive perfectly in phase at the receiver. The phase delay has to be applied at the sender because in a traditional network architecture, the receiver cannot predict from which sender it will receive the next packet. This, however, requires frequent updates from the receiver to the sender to compensate for periodic phase drifts. In contrast, since Sirius adopts a cyclic schedule, every receiver knows the identity of the sender for the next slot and, hence, can apply the delay locally. This greatly reduces the overhead as no explicit updates are needed.

A.2 Time Synchronization

Achieving proper time synchronization requires estimating the delay between any pair of racks and their relative time offset. Again, the key idea here is to leverage the passive core and to take advantage of Sirius’ cyclic network schedule. By selecting the appropriate wavelength, a rack can transmit a cell to itself. For instance, in the example shown in Fig. 5b, by using wavelength A, the packet generated by rack 1 will be forwarded by the AWGR back to rack 1. This enables accurately measuring the delay $d_{i,AWGR}$ between a rack $i$ and the AWGR by comparing the transmit and receive timestamp. Since the latter is completely passive and there is no re-timing or buffering, this delay is completely deterministic and it is only a function of the fiber length and wavelength used (which can be accounted for). Therefore, the time offset $o_{i,j}$ between rack $i$ and $j$ can simply be obtained by measuring the difference between the transmit timestamp $T_i$ at the source and the receive timestamp $T_j$ at the destination and subtracting the delays to and from the AWGR ($d_{i,AWGR}$ and $d_{j,AWGR}$), i.e.,

$$o_{i,j} = T_j - T_i - (d_{i,AWGR} + d_{j,AWGR})$$

In case of clock skew, the above formula would be incorrect. However, since clocks are frequency-synchronized, this does not apply. Also, while temperature variations do affect the fiber delay, their impact is relatively small (typically 20 ps per Kilometer of fiber for every Kelvin degree of change) and it can be factored out by periodically repeating the measures.

The information about the delay from each endpoint to the AWGR can be used to ensure the correct behavior even in presence of different fiber lengths. The goal is to ensure that the first cell of the first epoch from each rack arrive at the AWGR at the same time. To achieve this, once the bootstrap phase and time synchronization have been completed, each rack starts its first epoch at a different time depending on the distance from the AWGR: the longer this distance is, the sooner it will start so that the different distances are factored out. Given the cyclic nature of the schedule and the fact that all clocks are frequency-synchronized, if all the cells transmitted by all racks in the first slot of the first epoch arrive at the AWGR at the same time, it means that also the cells of the second slot will be synchronized and so on. We illustrate this by means of an example in Fig. 14. We consider a network with three endpoints (A, B, and C) which are connected to the AWGR with a fiber with a delay of 2, 5, and 3 time units respectively. As explained in §4.4, to ensure that cells arrive at the AWGR at the same time, endpoints with longer delays from the AWGR should start their epoch sooner. In this example, since B is the one with the longest delay to the AWGR, it would start sending the first cell of the first epoch at $t = 0$ while A will start at $t = 3$ and C at $t = 2$. At $t = 5$ (Fig. 14a), the first cells from all endpoints will enter the AWGR and, assuming one time unit delay to go through the AWGR, at $t = 6$ (Fig. 14b) the cells will leave the AWGR and will be delivered at the destination at $t = 8$, $t = 11$, and $t = 9$ respectively. While in the example, the differences between individual fibers are significant, in a real system, we would expect only minor differences among fibers (few centimeters due to fiber manufacturing tolerance) so the epoch starting times will be similar.

A.3 Congestion Control

Fig. 15 shows the pseudocode of the congestion-control protocol described in §4.3.
Figure 14: Example of how synchronization works with different time delays. $D$ is the fiber delay expressed in time units and we assume that each packet takes exactly one time unit to transmit.
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Figure 15: The pseudocode of the congestion-control protocol described in §4.3.